Directions to the Library

Address: 1305 Jefferson Park Avenue, Charlottesville, Virginia

A Health System ID badge is needed to gain access to most Health System entrances, including the Jefferson Park Avenue entrance that leads up to the Claude Moore Health Sciences Library. The two unlocked entrances closest to the Health Sciences Library are the front entrance to the West Complex and the University Hospital Lobby. These two entrances are handicap accessible, and close at 9pm. For access after 9pm, patrons without a Health System or UVA ID should use the Emergency Department entrance. For more information on how to get to the library, please refer to the Google Map [1] or call the Library Service Desk at (434) 924-5444. At all times, patrons with a non-Health System UVA ID can gain access via Jordan Hall's Jefferson Park Avenue entrance.

University Hospital Lobby Directions [2]

West Complex Directions [3]

Emergency Department Directions [4]
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